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ABSTRACT 

By wave breaking, an incident monocromatic wave is transformed to a wave 
composed of its harmonic frequency waves inside a surf zone. 

Based on a dimensional consideration, the "-1 power law ", the "-2 power 
law ", the "-2/3 power law " and the "-1/2 power law " on the wave height spec- 
trum ,H(f), are derived as sorts of equilibrium spectra. 

These spectra except"-l/2 power law" are shown to agree with experimen- 
tal data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The authors-'already revealed that 25% - 40%  of total wave energy was dis- 
sipated due to a bottom shear friction and a horizontal roller formed by a 
plunging breaker in a surf zone. 

Therefore, the turbulence with air entrainment will be thought to play 
an important role in the wave energy dissipation. It is necessary to measure 
an accurate time-history of water particle velocity in order to clarify the 
characteristics of turbulence, but, it will be impossible by lack of precise 
measuring instruments. 

Since a wave profile is thought to be an expression of turbulence after 
breaking, it will be expected that some features of turbulence can be deduced 
by analysing wave surface profiles. -,-, 

Inside the surf zone, as the authors already clarified/an incident mon- 
ocromatic wave is transformed to a complicated breaking wave composed of high- 
er frequency component waves due to non-linearity of breaking phenomenon, and 
dissipates its excess energy which can not be kept for wave motion. Therefore, 
the wave will be considered to reach some critical state for maintaining the 
wave motion. In this critical state, there will exist some sorts of critical 
conditions for wave height distributions of component waves. With this situ- 
ation,dimensional consideration is an efficient tool for deriving wave height 
spectral characteristics. 

2. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

The physical quantities to be considered in the dimensional analysis of 
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wave height spectrum,H(£) are gravitational acceleration g. wave frequency £, 
still water depth h,density of water with air entrainraent? , molecular vis- 
cosity of water with air entrainment y*, and surface tension K as shown in 
Bq.(l), 

H(f) - f ( g , f , h , ?*, u*, K ) .  - (1) 

As the significance of these parameters changes according to four kinds 
of frequency range such as one of shallow water waves, deep water waves, cap- 
illary ripple waves and the frequency range in which viscosity is predominant, 
important physical parameters must be selected to fit the physical situation. 

Firstly, attension is paid to the wave frequency range associated with 
shallow gravity waves which satisfies the relation of f<fi, in which fi is 
given by Eq.(2) deduced from Eq.(3), 

fj -7 g / 4*h   ,     (2) 

h/Lo = 0.50      ,     (3) 

where, Lo is a wave length of deep water wave. In this case, the influence of 
surface tension K is unimportant. Furthermore, the direct effect of f* and y* 
is manifest in wave damping, and under the condition with which we are con- 
cerned, these two factors may be the second order terms and may be included 
in the non-dimensional coefficient of wave height spectrum. Therefore, in this 
region, three quantities such as g, f, and h are predominant physical factors, 
and wave height spectrum H(f) has a dimension^ L j, so that the following wave 
height spectrum is considered: 

H(f) = f (g, f, h,:y , u* ; ) , 
first    second 
order    order 

GnCJgh3"/(//?*))• S1/2- hV? f1  , 

(5) 

^^^•f1,        - (4) 

for f<f1(=/g7«h ) . 

2-,Next, consider the frequency range of f^<f <C fc, where fcis given by Eq. 

£ - 1  /.2JL.  .    (5) c  2/c /  K "• ' 

This frequency range corresponds to those of deep gravity waves and surface 
tension K is unimportant as the previous case, f  and u* are treated by combin- 
ing with h as the second order terms, then the predominant physical factors 
are g and f. Therefore, the following wave height spectrum is considered: 
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H(£) =f(    g , f ,    (U* ,  §*, hi)   , 

= G2(£hVVs*)) g- f"2 

c< g-£"2 , —-— — (6) 
for fx< f <£c 

In deep gravity waves, Michell '  gave the critical wave steepness as a 
breaking condition as shown in Eq.(7): 

( H/L )b - 0.142 .  ———- - — (7) 

_2 
By using the relation of L=(g/27t)f , the critical wave height H(f) is given 
as follow: 7 

H(f) =0.0226gf   .  ——— - (8) 

Comparing Eq.(6) with Eq.(8), the physical meaning of the dimensional analysis 
is clear and it may be pointed out that the wave height distribution is limited 
so as to satisfy a sort of critical wave steepness. 

As mentioned above, for a frequency range in which a restoring force is 
gravitational acceleration, the wave height spectrum H(f) consists of Eq.(4) 
and Eq.(6). By combining Eq.(4) and Eq.(6), the following expression may be 
possible: 

H(f) - G*(J&?/(»*/?)  ) gf"2( tanh(2chf2/g))1/2 , 

)1/2    . 
for f <f 

<xgf"2( tanh(2/Zhf2/g))1/2    ,         —-—(9) 

c 

For a frequency range of f <£,, the relation of (tanh(2xhf2/g))1/'2 ~(27thf2/g)1/2 

is established, and then, Hffjc^ghf"! is easily deduced. 
Secondly, aiming at the wave frequency(f^f^^ ) associated with capillary 

ripples, the influence of gravitational acceleration is ignored, where, fc is 
given by Eq.(5), and ffc is the highest frequency for which the surface tension 
is predominant. In this case, three factors such as f , K ,g*are very important 
physical factors and then the following wave height spectrum is considered: 

H(f) = £3( f , <?  , K ), 

= G3Kl/3s>*l/3£-2/3) 

<* K1/3 ^*1/3 f'2/3 ,    —„.-„.„(10) 

for fc<f < fk  , 

where, G, is a non-dimensional coefficient. 
Lastly, treat the very high frequency region( f>f^ ) in which viscosity 

of water is only predominant. In this case, we can select only three factors 
such as f , 5s* and u* as predominant physical factors. Therefore, the wave 
height spectrum given by Eq.(ll) is considered, 
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H(£) - £4( £,J* , p* ), 

,1/2 ?A-l/2 £-l/2 

<x(uVj,*)V2. £-l/2 (11) 

for £>£k 

By summarising the above-mentioned wave height spectra given by Eqs.(4), 
(6),(10) and(ll), a wave height spectrum inside the surf zone may be expressed 
as shown in Fig.-l. 
From Fig.-l, it is 
easily understood 
that "-lpower law ",       ; 
"- 2 power law " ,"       : 

-2/3 power law " and       l 
" -1/2 power law " 
are established in 
turn as the frequency 
f increases in the 
wave height spectrum. 
The coefficients, G,-^ 
G4 express the levels 
of wave height spec- 
trum and their features 
must be examined by 
various kinds of ex- 
periment. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Fig.-l. Schematic view of wave height spectrum. 

1. Equipment and 
Procedures 

Experiments were conducted to examine the characteristics of wave height 
spectra predicted by the dimensional analysis. In the experiments, an out-door 
wave tank in 0.65 m width, 0.95 m height,arid 50 m length was used. At one end 
of the wave tank was installed a plunger-type wave generator and waves were 
able to be generated in different periods and amplitudes. At the other end of 
the tank, four kinds of beach slopes such as 1/15,1/25,1/40 and a composite 
slope consisting of an approach ramp with 1/12 slope leading up to a horizontal 
surface, were installed. Experimental conditions are shown in Table-1. 

Wave profiles measured by a resistance-type wave gauge were recorded on 
magnetic tapes with 60 sec. periods and the data were sampled at each 1/50 sec. 
interval. Fourier analysis was carried out by FFT 4) method. 

For each experimental run, by using a high speed cine-camera(100«200 
frames/sec.), a breaking region was filmed through a grid on glass walls at the 
channel with the camera axis kept at a still water level. From these films, 
breaking points, breaking depths, domains of existence of horizontal rollers 
and the regions of air entrainment in breakers were decided. 
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2. Results and Discussion 

Fig.-2 shows a change of 
wave height spectrum during 
wave propagation in the hori- 
zontal bed. In Fig.-2, the 
upper figure shows the cha- 
racteristics of an incident 
wave, middle two figures are 
wave height spectra at a break- 
ing point and at X/L=1.07 inside 
the surf zone, and the bottom 
figure shows the wave height 
spectrum of a reformed wave 
after passing through the surf 
zone. At the breaking point, 
the wave is composed of high 
frequency waves against the 
monocromatic frequency of an 
incident wave, and harmonic 
frequency component waves of 
an incident wave frequency are 
predominant. Inside the surf 
zoneC 0<X/L<1„30), wave 
heights of the harmonic fre- 
quency waves grow larger than 
those of the incident wave and 
the reformed wave after passing 
through the surf zone. The re- 
formed wave has no higher fre- 
quency component wave differing 
from waves inside the surf zone, 

The fact that an incident 
periodic wave is transformed to 
a wave composed of its harmonic 
high frequency waves, shows the 
remarkable feature of breaking 
waves. Since wave breaking is 
non-linear phenomenon, waves in 
high harmonic frequency will 
grow due to non-linear terms of 
the wave motion. But , the effect of non-linear interaction among component 
waves may be small, because predominant periods of the component waves after 
breaking are, as mentioned above, harmonic periods of an incident wave period. 

Now, consider the relation between a measured height Hgx. and its Fourier 
component wave heights. The equivalent wave heights Heq. calculated by Eq.(lJ)) 
obtained with the Parceval theorem have good agreement with the measured wave 
height Hex. as shown in Fig.-3. This shows that the measured wave can be treated 
as the sum'of its Fourier component waves as follows: 
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Fig.- 2. Variation of wave height spectrum. 
C S - 0 ) 

eq. (.XZ H2 
J 

1/2 -(11) 

where, j=l-vVindicates Fourier component waves. 
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Fig.-4 and Fig.-5 show variation of wave height spectra plotted on 
log - log scale as waves propagate on a horizontal bed. Fig.-5 shows only 
predominant component waves,  fi = 3.3  (c/s)  and fc = 13.3 (c/s)  are obtained 
by Eqs„(2) and (5)  for waves shown in Figs.-4 and -5, and the domain of air 
entrainment X^/L is given to be 0^X^/1,^1.05 for the wave shown in Fig.-4 
and 04X/\/LSl.30 for the wave in Fig.-5 by the experiment. 

Fig.-4 and Fig.-S show that inside the surf zone with air entrainment, 
the slopes of wave height spectra are approximately proportional to " f-1 " 
for f<fi=3.3(c/s) and " f"2 " for f;]=3.3(c/s)<f<fc=13.3(c/s).  In cases of 
waves before breaking and waves after passing through the surf zone, however, 
the higher frequency component waves more than 5(c/s) can not be observed, 
and then, the slopes of wave height spectra are not proportional to " f-1 " 
and " f-2 " ( see Fig.-4 (a), (g) and (h), and points X/L=2.99 and 3.04 in 
Fig.-5 ). 

For the case of a spilling breaker , the slope of wave height spectrum 
at a breaking point is steeper than " f"2 " for 3.3(c/s)< f <13.3(c/s)in 
Fig.-4(b) and, at the point X/L=0 in Fig.-5(a). This isay be due to the reason 
that the turbulence of breaking is not saturated 5) all over the wave as 
shown in Fig.-6 and that the characteristics before breaking still remain. 
In the region such as X/L=0.322,0.523 and 0.775 in Fig.-4 where the turbu- 

lence of breaking is saturated, however, "-1 power law " and " -2 power law " 
are established as mentioned above. 

Figs.-7 and -8 show variation of wave height spectra plotted on the log- 
log scale on a uniform slope of 1/40 and 1/25 respectively. Fig.-9 shows a 
change of wave height spectrum of predominant component waves piled up on the 
same graph, where h is a still water depth and hb is a breaking depth. The 
characteristics of wave height spectra on uniform slopes are similar to those 
on the horizontal bed. As shown in Fig.-9, the slopes of wave height spectra 
are recognized to be nearly proportional to " f"2 " for the range of fi<f < 
fc independent'.of wave steepness,Ho/Lo, and beach slope,S. On the other hand, 
the slopes of wave height spectra for f<fi is roughly proportional to " f-1 V 

In sloping beaches, the values of wave height spectra decrease as waves 
propagate into  shallower water depth as shown in Fig.-10,  and inside the surf 
zone, the pattern of wave height spectrum such that a spectral slope is 
proportional to " f"1 " for f <fi , and " f"2 " for   fi<f<£_,  is still 
maintained.  In Fig.-10, the point of h/hb = 0.19 is outside the surf zone. 

Summarizing the above-mentioned experimental results,  it can be concluded 
that the wave height spectrum H(f) has the form of which slope is proportional 
to " f"1  '  for f<fi(=/g/4£h )  and to " f"2 " for fl<f;<fc(= l/2£7§*g/K ) as 
critical wave height spectrum inside the surf zone where the turbulence of 

breaking is saturated all over the wave. 
On the other hand, since values of wave spectra are very small at the 

present experiment for fc<f < f^ in which the surface tension is a restoring 
force, the characteristics may not be discussed sufficiently. But, in many 
experimental cases,  it is recognized that the slope of wave height spectrum 
is approximately proportional to " f"2/3 » as shown in Fig.-11. Therefore,  it 
may not be said too much that   " f-2/3 " can be established. 

For the frequency range of f/'f^ in which water viscosity is predominant, 
the authors can not discuss about " f-1/2 " ( because wave profiles were 
measured by using a low pass filter of which sheltering frequency is more than 
25(c/s), and values of spectra are considerably small.  In future,  the authors 
will carry out largp scale experiments and discuss in tetail. 
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Finally, variation of wave height of component waves will be discussed. 
The pattern of wave height decay of component waves is different between a 
spilling breaker and a plunging breaker. 

As shown in Fig.-12(a), in case of the spilling breaker, high frequency 
wave heights grow larger once soon after breaking. On the other hand, in case 
of the plunging breaker, wave heights of high frequency waves decay uniformly 
after breaking as shown in Fig.-12(b). This difference may be due to the reason 
that the spilling breaker is not saturated by the turbulence of breaking at a 
breaking point, differing from the case of the plunging breaker. 

The degree of wave height attenuation of component waves is generally larger 
as the frequency is higher, as shown in Fig.-12,where fo is the monocromatic 
frequency of an incident wave and f is the frequency of component waves. These 
mechanism may be due to the internal turbulent shear caused by breaking, and 
dissipating energy is proportional to uk2( k=wave number, u=kinematic viscosity) 
as predicted by the classical turbulence theory. 

4.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the characteristics of wave height spectrum H(f) inside the 
surf zone of a monocromatic periodic wave are discussed. 

Firstly, due to the dimensional analysis  ,  it is predicted that there exist 
an critical wave height spectrum H(f) of which slopes are proportional to " f"1 " 
, "f ~2 ", " f-2/3 "   and " f~l/2 " in turn as the frequency f becomes larger. 

Secondly, experiments were carried out to examine the results of the dimen- 
sional analysis.  It is made clear that inside the surf zone, an incident mono- 
cromatic wave is transformed to a wave composed of high frequency component waves 
and that the subranges of "-1 power law ", " -2 power law " and " -2/3 power law" 
are established in the wave height spectrum as predicted by the dimensional 
analysis. 
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Notations Values 

'    S 0,  1/15,  1/25,  1/40 

Ho/Lo 0.0031    -    0.1032 

Table - 1. Experimental conditions. 
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Fig. - 11.    Wave height spectrum. 
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